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[57] ABSTRACT 

A control system is disclosed which includes a digital 
microcomputer adapted to perform routines for con 
trolling various operating parameters for an internal 
combustion engine. The system includes at least one 
switch adapted to detect a speci?ed engine operating 
condition. Means are provided for causing the mi 
crocomputer to perform a routine required for the spec 
i?ed engine operating condition when the time of con 
tinuous occurrence of the speci?ed condition exceeds a 
predetermined value. 

10 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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CONTROL SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL 
COMBUSTION ENGINES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a control system for use with 

internal combustion engines and, more particularly, to a 
system including a microcomputer for processing infor 
mation on various engine operating conditions. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
There have been developed systems using a digital 

microcomputer for controlling various engine operat 
ing parameters such as the amount of fuel supplied for 
an engine, spark timing, the rate of exhaust gas recircu 
lation. Such a control system is fed with information on 
various engine operating conditions in the form of ana 
log signals representative of engine rotational speed, 
intake air flow rate, engine temperature, and the like. 
These analog signals are converted into digital signals 
for application to the microprocessor. The control sys 
tem also receives on-off signals from various switches 
such as a throttle switch adapated to detect the fully 
closed position of the throttle valve, a neutral switch 
adapted to detect the neutral position of the power 
transmission, a starter switch adapted to detect the 
cranking operation of the engine, a switch adapted to 
detect the actuation of an air conditioner, and the like. 
These on-off signals are applied as interrupt signals to 
the microprocessor. 
As an example, when the signal from the throttle 

switch changes to its off state, the engine is accelerating. 
The throttle switch is adapted to provide an ON signal 
at the fully closed position of the throttle valve and an 
OFF signal at the open position of the throttle valve. 
This signal change is used as an interrupt signal to cause 
a temporary discontinuation in a routine being per 
formed by" the microprocessor; and directs the micro 
processor to enter to another routine for making correc‘ 
tions required during acceleration. At the end of the 
routine, the interrupted routine is resumed from the 
point at which the discontinuation occurred. 

In such a conventional system where switch signals 
are used as interrupt signals a simple input circuit may 
be utilized. The system operates at a rapid response rate 
with respect to engine operating condition changes, but 
requires complicated hardware and software systems to 
give priority levels to the incoming switch signals as the 
number of the associated switches increases. In addi 
tion, due to an instantaneous change in the state of a 
switch which requires no actual interrupt of the pro 
gram sequence, an unnecessary signal interrupt may 
occur to disturb other routines. For example, when the 
gear position of the transmission is changed, the throttle 
switch comes on and returns to its off state in a short 
time. Thus, each time the transmission is changed to 
another gear position, an interrupt occurs to cause entry 
into a routine required in acceleration such as to in 
crease the amount of fuel supplied to the engine. When 
the gear position of the transmission is changed, how 
ever, this acceleration routine is unnecessary and spoils 
exhaust gas purifying performance. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is therefore one object of the present invention to 
provide an improved control system using a microcom 
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puter which is free from the above described disadvan 
tages found in conventional systems. 
Another object of the present invention is to elimi 

nate the possibility of occurrence of any unnecessary 
interrupt in the microcomputer used for processing 
information on various operating conditions of an inter 
nal combustion engine. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a better understanding of the invention, as well as 
other objects and further features thereof, reference is 
made to the following detailed description of the inven 
tion to be read in connection with the accompanying 
drawings, wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a circuit diagram showing one embodiment 

of a control system constructed in accordance with the 
present invention; 
FIG. 2 shows certain wave forms used in explaining 

the operation of the system of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram showing an alternative 

embodiment of the present invention; and 
FIG. 4 is a ?owchart used to explain the operation of 

the system of FIG. 3. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring now to FIG. 1, there is illustrated one 
preferred embodiment of a control system of the present 
invention. The control system comprises an interrupt 
signal generating circuit which is shown as including a 
throttle switch SW for detecting the position of a throt 
tle valve provided in an internal combustion engine. 
The throttle switch SW is on when the throttle valve is 
at its fully closed position and off at open throttle condi 
tions. The throttle switch SW has one terminal con 
nected through a resistor R1 to a DC voltage source. 
The other terminal of the throttle switch SW is con 
nected through a resistor R2 to ground and also through 
a resistor R3 to the non-inverting input terminal of a 
comparator COM, the inverting input terminal of 
which is connected through a resistor R4 to the voltage 
source and also through a resistor R5 to ground. The 
resistor R2 is selected to have a magnitude much lower 
than the resistor R3. The non-invertin g input terminal of 
the comparator COM is connected through a capacitor 
C1 to ground. A diode D1 is connected in parallel with 
the resistor R3. THe output of the comparator COM is 
connected to a microcomputer M. 
When the throttle valve is at the fully closed position 

to turn the throttle switch SW on, the voltage V1 ap 
pearing at the point P1 of FIG. 1 becomes high as shown 
by the waveform V1 of FIG. 2 and the capacitor C1 is 
charged through the resistor R3. The voltage V; at the 
point P2 of FIG. 1 increases depending upon the time 
constant as shown by the waveform V; of FIG. 2. When 
the voltage V; reaches a reference voltage V3 appearing 
at the point P3 of FIG. 1, the output of the comparator 
COM changes to its high level as shown by the wave 
form V4 of FIG. 2. 

If the throttle switch SW returns to the off state in a 
short time after changing to the on state, the voltage V; 
does not reach the reference voltage V3 and thus the 
output of the comparator COM remains low. In other 
words, the output of the comparator COM changes to 
the high level only after the throttle switch SW remains 
on for a predetermined time or longer. A change of the 
output of the comparator to the low level represents 
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that the throttle switch SW returns from the on state to 
the off state. 
The microcomputer-M is responsive to the leading 

edge of the output signal of the comparator COM to 
handle an interrupt. That is, such an interrupt occurs 
only after the throttle switch SW remains in its on state 
for a predetermined time. This eliminates the possibility 
of occurrence of any unnecessary interrupt which has 
been found, in conventional systems, with an instanta 
neous change in the state of the throttle switch. 
Although in FIG. 1, an interrupt signal is applied to 

the microcomputer only after the throttle switch re 
mains on for a predetermined time, it should be noted 
that the interrupt signal generating circuit may be de 
signed to provide an interrupt signal only after the 
throttle switch remains off for a predetermined time. 
The microcomputer may then be designed to handle an 
interrupt in response to the trailing edge of the output 
signal of the comparator. In addition, although the 
above embodiment has been described in connection 
with a throttle switch, it is to be understood that the 
invention also contemplates that the interrupt signal 
generator circuit can be used with a neutral switch, 
starter switch, and any other suitable switch. 

Referring to FIG. 3, there is illustrated an alternative 
embodiment of the present invention, in which the 
throttle switch SW has one terminal connected through 
a resistor R6 to a DC voltage source and the other ter 
minal thereof connected through a resistor R7 to ground 
and also through a resistor R8 to the digital input port 
DP of a microcomputer M’. When the throttle switch 
SW is in its on state, a constant voltage V is applied to 
the digital input port of the microcomputer M’. 
The operation of the microcomputer M’ will be de 

scribed with reference to FIG. 4 which is a flowchart 
showing a routine entered every 10 microseconds. 

First, the value of the voltage applied to the digital 
input port DP of the microcomputer is sampled every 
10 microseconds. The sampled value is V if the throttle 
valve is in the fully closed position to turn the throttle 
switch SW on, and is 0 if the throttle valve is in the open 
position to turn the throttle switch SW off. The on or 
off state of throttle switch is then tested. If the throttle 
switch is on and the idle flag is at O, the idle flag is set 
to 1 and the counter ACC is cleared. Thereafter, the 
counter ACC advances by one each time the routine is 
repeated as long as the throttle switch SW remains on 
until its content reaches a predetermined value TD. 

If the throttle switch SW is off, the content of counter 
ACC is tested for the predetermined value TD. If the 
content of counter ACC is larger than the predeter 
mined value TD, the acceleration ?ag is set to l and 
then the idle ?ag is set to 0. Otherwise, the idle ?ag is set 
to 0. That is, the acceleration ?ag is set to 1 when the 
throttle switch SW changes to its off state after it re 
mains on for a time represented by the predetermined 
number of sampling operations. 

If the acceleration flag is set to 1, another routine is 
performed for controlling spark timing, fuel timing 
advance and any other engine operating factor required 
during acceleration. 
Although in FIG. 4, the routine speci?ed by the state 

of the throttle switch is performed only after the num 
ber of times that the on state of the throttle switch is 
continuously sampled reaches or exceeds a predeter 
mined value, it is to be noted that the microcomputer 
may be designed to perform the routine only after the 
number of times that the off state of the throttle switch 
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4 
is continuously sampled reaches or exceeds a predeter 
mined value. In addition, the microcomputer may be 
designed to perform the routine speci?ed by the state of 
the throttle switch simultaneously with the arrival of 
the sampling number at the predetermined value. 
Although the above embodiment has been described 

in connection with a throttle switch, it is to be under 
stood that the invention also contemplates use with a 
neutral switch, starter switch, air conditioner switch, 
and any other suitable switch solely and in combination. 
With the present invention, it is possible to prevent 

the microcomputer from handling any interrupt until 
suf?cient time lapses after a condition is established 
which requires that control should pass temporarily to 
another routine. This eliminates the possibility of occur 
rence of any unnecessary interrupt and holds engine 
running and exhaust gas purifying performances high. 
While the invention has been described in conjunction 
with-speci?c embodiments thereof, it is evident that 
many alternatives, modi?cations and variations will be 
apparent to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, it is 
intended to embrace all alternatives, modi?cations and 
variations that fall within the spirit and broad scope of 
the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A control system for use with an internal combus 

tion engine, comprising: 
(a) a digital microcomputer adapted to perform rou 

tines for controlling various operating parameters 
‘of said engine; 

(b) at least one detector for detecting a speci?ed en 
gine operating condition, said detector providing a 
signal which has a ?rst level during the occurrence 
of said speci?ed engine operating condition and has 
a second level during the absence of said speci?ed 
operating condition; and 

(c) interrupt signal generator means for providing an 
interrupt signal to said microcomputer and causing 
said microcomputer to enter a routine required for 
said speci?ed engine operating condition when the 
time during which said signal from said detector is 
in said ?rst level exceeds a predetermined value, 
said interrupt signal generator means being inter 
posed between said microcomputer and said detec 
tor. 

2. A control system according to claim 1, wherein 
said interrupt signal generator means comprises a signal 
generator responsive to said detector for providing a 
signal increasing with time during the occurrence of 
said speci?ed condition, and a comparator responsive to 
said signal generator for providing a high output when 
said signal is larger than a reference level. 

3. A control system according to claim 2, wherein 
said microcomputer is adapted to enter the routine re 
quired for said speci?ed condition in response to the 
leading edge of said output of said comparator. 

4. A control system according to claim 2, wherein 
said microcomputer is adapted to enter the routine re 
quired for said speci?ed condition in response to the 
trailing edge of said output of said comparator. 

5. A control system according to claim 1, wherein 
said detector comprises a throttle switch adapted to 
become off so as to specify engine acceleration at open 
throttle. 

6. A control system for use with an internal combus 
tion engine, comprising: 

(a) at least one detector means for detecting a speci 
?ed engine operating condition, said detector 
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means providing a signal which has a ?rst level 
during occurrence of said speci?ed engine operat 
ing condition and has a second level in the absence 
of said speci?ed operating condition; and 

(b) digital microcomputer means adapted to perform 
routines for controlling various operating parame 
ters of said engine, said microcomputer receiving 
said signal from said detector means, sampling the 
?rst level of said signal at predetermined time inter 
vals and entering a routine required for said speci 
?ed operating condition when the number of times 
that said ?rst level is sampled exceeds a predeter 
mined value. 

7. A control system according to claim 6, wherein 
said detector means comprises a throttle switch adapted 
to become off so as to specify engine acceleration at 
open throttle. 

8. A control system for an internal combustion en 
gine, comprising: 
means for detecting a speci?ed engine operating con 

dition and producing an output, said output being a 
?rst state signal in response to the occurrence of 
said speci?ed operating condition; 
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6 
means for sensing said output signal; 
means for comparing the time duration of said ?rst 

state signal with a predetermined time; 
means for generating an interrupt signal when said 

?rst state signal duration exceeds said predeter 
mined time; and 

a microcomputer operating under a program control 
sequence in response to sensed engine operating 
conditions for controlling various engine operating 
parameters, said microcomputer being responsive 
to said interrupt signal to temporarily stop execu 
tion of said program control sequence to start exe 
cuting an interrupt routine for controlling said 
parameters during said speci?ed operating condi 
tion. 

9. A system as set forth in claim 8, wherein said inter 
rupt signal generating means comprises an RC time 
delay circuit. 

10. A system as set forth in claim 8, wherein said 
interrupt signal generating means comprises means for 
sampling said detecting means output at predetermined 
time intervals and counting a number of sequential sam 
ples of said ?rst state signal. 

* i i i * 


